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Wetting behavior above the liquid-crystal–isotropic transition in a homologous series
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Institute of Physical Chemistry, University Marburg, D-35032 Marburg, Germany
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An ellipsometric study of the wetting behavior at the free surface above the isotropic to nematic or isotropic
to smectic-A transition of nine homologous compounds with even alkyl chain lengthsn in the range from four
to twenty carbon atoms is presented. All compounds show a pretransitional increase of the nematic or smectic
surface coverage as the bulk isotropic to liquid-crystal transition is approached from above. The behavior of the
nematic compounds (n54 to 10! can be interpreted, within the framework of a Landau model, as complete
wetting. In short nematic homologs the divergence of the nematic coverage is strongly reduced by a decrease
of the nematic susceptibility of the isotropic phase. The elastic coefficientL of the Landau model shows a
pronounced increase with increasingn, resulting in the occurrence of a discontinuous prewetting transition in
the shortest smectic homolog (n512) that is still describable by the nematic Landau model. In the longer
smectic homologs (n514 to 20!, layering steps appear in the pretransitional increase of the coverage. The
results indicate probable partial wetting for the longest homolog, whereas for the other smectic compounds the
distinction between complete and partial wetting is difficult on the basis of ellipsometry.

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 68.10.2m, 68.45.Gd
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thermotropic liquid crystals exhibit a wealth of surfa
phenomena@1,2# at both liquid-crystal–wall and liquid-
crystal–vapor interfaces. The behavior at wall interfaces i
direct interest in the technological application of these ma
rials and many studies are concerned with the correspon
orientational anchoring and wetting behavior of liquid cry
tals on solid substrates~see@3–12# and references in thes
works!.

We focus here on the wetting behavior occurring at
free surface above the bulk liquid-crystal—isotropic tran
tion. The first liquid-crystal phase below the isotropic liqu
is in the vast majority of cases either a nematic or a smec
A phase. In the nematic phase, the rodlike molecules ten
align along a common direction without showing any lon
range positional order. In the smectic-A phase there is an
additional density wave~or weakly defined layer structure!
possessing a period of about one molecular length; the w
vector ~or layer normal! is parallel to the mean direction o
the long molecular axes.

The first indication of a liquid-crystalline free surface e
cess order in the bulk isotropic temperature range came f
surface tension measurements@13# of the compound 5CB
@14# which shows an isotropic-nematic transition. An elli
sometric study@15# of 5CB confirmed the presence of a nem
atic surface layer at the free surface of the isotropic pha
the thickness of the nematic surface layer was found to
verge logarithmically at the bulk isotropic to nematic tran
tion, indicating complete wetting of the isotropic liquid
vapor interface by the nematic phase. Subsequ
ellipsometry studies@16–18# of nematic nCB @14# and
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PCHn @19# compounds also yielded complete wetting beha
ior ~with the possible exception of 5CB; see the discuss
below in Sec. III A!. The wetting behavior at the free surfac
above smectic-A–isotropic transitions has been studied f
various smecticnCB andnOCB @20# compounds, mainly by
x-ray reflectivity@21–23# but also by ellipsometry@18#. The
x-ray measurements provided direct evidence of the prese
of smectic layers at the surface; at the bulk isotropi
smectic-A transition temperature, a finite number of laye
~five for 12CB, two for 16OCB! was detected, indicating a
partial wetting behavior.

All liquid-crystal compounds mentioned above belong
the three homologous series ofnCB, nOCB, and PCHn
compounds, which possess a very similar molecular struc
and a strong dipole moment resulting from a terminal cya
group. We have recently begun a study of a larger variety
nonpolar compounds and found a number of previously
observed behaviors such as partial wetting~or nonwetting!
without pretransitional increase of surface order or the occ
rence of prewetting transitions@24–27#. Most of the com-
pounds of these studies belong to the homologous serie
the n.O.6 compounds@28# and we present here a detaile
study of this series comprising all even-numbered memb
in the range fromn54 to n520.

II. EXPERIMENT

The molecular structure of then.O.6 compounds, which
were prepared at the Technical University in Berlin,
shown in Fig. 1. Table I gives the phase sequences and
sition temperatures. Only substances with an even numbe

i-
FIG. 1. Molecular structure of then.O.6 compounds.
2324 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRE 62 2325WETTING BEHAVIOR ABOVE THE . . .
carbon atoms in the alkyl chain are studied; investigation
the odd-numbered homologs would certainly reveal so
kind of odd-even effect~as observed in@18#! but probably no
additional fundamental information.

A sketch of our experimental geometry is shown in Fig.
An approximately 1 mm thick film on a rough glass substr
is prepared. As substrate we use a microscope slide pos
ing on one side a rough surface~which is normally used for
labeling the slide!. A 1 mm thick stainless steel ring with a
inner diameter of 1.5 cm is fixed with two-component epo
glue on the slide. The freshly glued ‘‘basin’’ is heated
150 °C for 24 h~to properly finish the chemical reaction i
the glue! and then washed thoroughly with high-purity wate
ethanol, acetone, and methylene chloride in order to rem
any contamination.

The sample holder is filled with'200 mg of the liquid
crystal and placed into an electrically heated two-stage b
oven which is additionally shielded by an aluminum ca
~which is not temperature controlled!. Optical access is pro
vided by small open slits; glass windows are avoided
cause the angle of incidenceu i is varied ~the polarization

TABLE I. Transition temperatures~in °C) of the compounds
under investigation.d indicates the presence of a particular pha

Compound Smectic-A Nematic Isotropic

4.O.6 d 90.1 d

6.O.6 d 88.4 d

8.O.6 d 89.1 d

10.O.6 d 83 d 88.5 d

12.O.6 d 89.1 d

14.O.6 d 89.4 d

16.O.6 d 89.1 d

18.O.6 d 86.9 d

20.O.6 d 86.9 d

FIG. 2. Sketch of the experimental geometry. The polarizat
of the incident laser beam (u i : angle of incidence! is described by
two linearly polarized components that possess equal amplitu
(tanC51) and are in phase (D50). The polarization of the re-
flected beam depends onu i and the refractive index profile of th
vapor-liquid interface. The rough substrate scatters the refra
beam in order to avoid interference with the first reflected beam
f
e

.
e
ss-

,
ve

ss
e

-

effects of the windows are negligible only if the light pass
perpendicularly through the windows!. The temperature in
the inner oven~which is controlled by a Lake-Shore 34
temperature controller! is measured by a YSI 44011 the
mistor which is placed near the liquid-crystal sample. T
temperature stability, as measured by the thermistor, is of
order of 5 to 10 mK.

Using a phase modulated ellipsometer we determine
ellipsometric anglesD and C that correspond to the argu
ment and the absolute value of the complex reflection am
tude ratior p /r s of the p- ands-polarized components of th
reflected light:

r p

r s
5

ur pu
ur su

ei (dp2ds)5tanCeiD, ~1!

with ur p,su and dp,s corresponding to the~real! amplitudes
and phases of thep- ands-polarized components. The pola
ization of the incident light can be described byD50 and
C545° @in fact, the polarization of the incident~and re-
flected! light is modulated during the measurement with
frequency of 50 kHz, but theD andC values determined a
described in the following give the polarization of the r
flected light if the incident light was polarized as give
above#.

The principles of operation of a phase modulated ell
someter are described in detail in@29#. The beam of a HeNe
laser passes through a linear polarizer, which is fixed a
azimuthal angle of 45° with respect to the plane of in
dence, and then through a photoelastic modulator~Hinds In-
struments PEM 90! which modulates the phase differencedm
between thep- and s-polarized components of the inciden
light as

dm5d0 sin~2pnt ! ~2!

with d05138° andn550 kHz. The incident beam is re
flected by the free surface of the sample and then pass
second linear polarizer, oriented at245°. The light intensity
behind the second polarizer is detected by an R928 ph
multiplier. The signal voltage of the multiplier is fed into tw
lock-in amplifiers~Stanford Research SR830!, which mea-
sure the amplitudesUn andU2n of the ac components with
frequenciesn and 2n of the multiplier output. Additionally,
the dc componentUdc of the multiplier output is determined
by a dc voltmeter.

All ellipsometer components are mounted on two opti
benches~for the incident and the reflected beam! which can
be rotated around a common axis. The rotation of
benches is achieved via stepping-motor-controlled linear
sitioners; the angleu i between the incident beam and th
surface normal can be adjusted between 10° and 90°~with
the presently used oven, this range is restricted to 45° –6
with a resolution of the order of 0.001°. The angle of t
second bench~for the reflected beam! is always adjusted to
the specular position.

The light intensityI at the photomultiplier is a function o
the modulator-induced phase differencedm and of the ellip-
sometric anglesD and C of the sample that we want to
determine. The relation between the measured voltagesUn ,
U2n , Udc , andD andC is obtained via a series expansio
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2326 PRE 62R. LUCHT, CH. BAHR, AND G. HEPPKE
of the time-dependent part ofI involving Bessel functions
Bn(d0) of the modulation amplituded0 ~the reason for
choosingd05138° is thatB0 vanishes for this argument!.
One gets finally

Un

Udc
5Rn

cal sinD sin~2C!, ~3!

U2n

Udc
5R2n

cal cosD sin~2C!. ~4!

The calibration factorRn
cal is determined by settingu i590°

and replacing the sample by al/4 plate; the ellipsometric
angles are thenD590° andC545° so that a measureme
of Un /Udc directly yields Rn

cal . The factorR2n
cal is deter-

mined in the same geometry but without thel/4 plate and
without sample;D and C correspond then to the values
the incident light, i.e.,D50 and C545°, resulting in
U2n /Udc5R2n

cal .
The values ofD and C of the reflected light depend o

the refractive index profile along the surface normal of
sample. The best sensitivity is achieved whenu i corresponds
to the Brewster angleuB . In the case of an idealized sha
interface between two homogeneous dielectrics, the ph
differenceD jumps by 180° and the amplitude ratio tanC
5ur pu/ur su is equal to zero becausep-polarized light is not
reflected atu i5uB . For a real interface,D is continuous and
tanC shows a value above zero at the Brewster angle, wh
is defined byD being equal to 90°. The value of tanC at
u i5uB is usually designated as the ellipticity coefficientr̄.
In the present study, we always measurer̄.0 for two rea-
sons. First, the finite width or roughness of a liquid surfa
produces a nonzero contributionr̄0 to r̄. Describing the in-
dex profilen(z) of the vapor~index nv) –liquid ~index nl)
interface by a Fermi profile of widthg,

n2~z!5
nl

21nv
2

2
1

nl
22nv

2

2
tanhS z

g D , ~5!

one findsr̄0}g for g in the range of a few nanometers@25#.
Second, the presence of a surface layer with optical pro
ties different from those of the bulk results in a contributi
r̄G to r̄. The magnitude ofr̄G depends on the coverageG of
the surface, which can be defined as

G5E S~z!dz5E @ne
2~z!2no

2~z!#dz, ~6!

with S(z) being the nematic order parameter profile andne
and no the extraordinary and ordinary indices of refractio
One findsr̄G}G for small values ofG, corresponding to a
surface layer thickness up to'50 nm for typicalne andno
values of liquid crystals; with further increase inG or surface
layer thickness,r̄G goes through a maximum and decreas
again @25#. Thus, a divergence ofG does not result in a
divergence ofr̄ and complete and partial wetting are ofte
difficult to distinguish by ellipsometry.

We should note that only in the case of a nematic wett
layer is G as defined above in a strict sense a quantita
measure of the coverage, since it does not take into acc
the positional ordering of the molecules in the smecticA
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phase. For a smectic wetting layer,G measures only the tota
amount of orientational order at the surface. In the case o
isotropic to smectic-A transition, this is only a small draw
back since the orientational order is an essential part of
liquid-crystal excess surface order; the above definition oG
is not suitable for the case of smectic wetting above a ne
atic to smectic-A transition. However,G according to Eq.~6!
corresponds exactly to the part of the excess surface o
that is measurable by ellipsometry.

In order to determiner̄ as a function of temperatureT,
values ofD and C are continuously measured whileT is
changed at a slow constant rate andu i is permanently aligned
so that 85°,D,95°. TypicalT rates are between 20 and
mK/min; mostly cooling runs starting in the isotropic pha
are conducted since the free surface often becomes ma
scopically rough, thereby scattering the reflected beam,
low the bulk transition to the liquid-crystal phase~this be-
havior is especially pronounced at isotropic to smecticA
transitions!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Compounds with isotropic-nematic transition

The compounds of then.O.6 series withn<10 show
isotropic to nematic transitions. Figure 3 shows the tempe
ture dependence of the ellipticity coefficientr̄ for the ho-
mologs withn510,8,6,4. All compounds show a pretrans
tional increase ofr̄ as the bulk transition to the nemat
phase is approached from above. The increase ofr̄ is accom-
panied by a decrease of the Brewster angleuB as is exem-
plified in Fig. 4. At the transition,r̄ shows a sharp drop an
in the nematic phase range only a slight temperature va
tion of r̄ is observed. In some cases ther̄ vs T curve exhibits
slight oscillations. Although these oscillations are reprod
ible in subsequent cooling and heating runs, they chang
vanish when material is added to or removed from
sample holder or when the same compound is filled i
another sample holder. These oscillations are thus no
intrinsic property of a certain compound, rather they res
from the experimental conditions of a given sample–samp
holder combination; a possible origin is interference w
residual light reflected at the rough sample-substrate in
face.

A direct interpretation of the ellipsometric data is possib
only on a qualitative and approximate level. The pretran
tional increase ofr̄ indicates an increase of the nematic co
erageG as the bulk transition is approached from above. I
obvious that this increase ofr̄ becomes less pronounced wi
decreasingn, suggesting a possible change from complete
partial wetting. However, for a more in-depth analysis w
have to compare, as usual in ellipsometry, the experiment
measured values of the ellipsometric quantities with cal
lated values resulting from model structures. As is shown
the following, it turns out that the results for all compoun
are in agreement with a phenomenological model predic
complete wetting with a logarithmic divergence ofG.

There are several theoretical models@1,30–36# of the wet-
ting behavior above isotropic-nematic transitions althou
most of them deal with an interface to a solid wall rath
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than a free surface. Following the procedure described
@16#, we use the model of Sheng@32# to generate
temperature-dependent order parameter profiles resultin
calculatedr̄(T) curves that are compared with our expe
mental data. Using the notation given in@16#, the Landau

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the ellipticity coefficienr̄
of four nematicn.O.6 compounds near the bulk nematic-isotrop
transition~shown is a temperature interval from about 1 K below to
about 5 K above the bulk transition temperature!.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the Brewster angleuB near
the bulk nematic-isotropic transition of the compound8.O.6.
in

in

free energy of the bulk nematic-isotropic transition,gb , is
extended by a coupling of the nematic order parameterS to a
surface potentialV:

g5gb2Vd~z!S1
L

2 S ]S

]zD 2

. ~7!

Here, z is the distance from the surface, and the last te
with coefficientL represents the elastic energy correspond
to a z variation ofS; gb is given by the usual expansion,

gb5 1
2 a~T2T* !S22 1

3 BS31 1
4 CS4, ~8!

wherea, B, andC are positive constants andT* gives the
stability limit of the isotropic phase. The bulk transition tem
peratureTc and the corresponding valueSc of the bulk order
parameter atTc are given by

Tc5T* 1
2B2

9aC
, ~9!

Sc5
2B

3C
. ~10!

Minimization of g, as described in@32,16#, gives the order
parameter profileS(z) as a function of temperatureT. If at
Tc the order parameter at the surface,S0, is larger than the
bulk value Sc , the model predicts complete wetting and
logarithmic divergence of the coverageG at Tc . For a cer-
tain range of parameters,S0(T) andG(T) show a discontinu-
ous change at a temperature slightly aboveTc corresponding
to a prewetting transition. IfS0,Sc at Tc , the model pre-
dicts partial wetting and a finiteG at Tc .

In order to calculate ellipsometric data, theS(z) profile is
transformed into refractive index profilesne(z) andno(z) as
described in@16#. Invoking the roughness of the free surfa
by a functiondg(z),

dg~z!5
1

2 F11tanhS z

g D G , ~11!

with g being a material-dependent length~typically of the
order of 1 nm!, the permittivitiese i(z)5ni

2(z) are related to
S(z) as

ee~z!511dg~z!$@e iso1 2
3 DemaxS~z!#21%, ~12!

eo~z!511dg~z!$@e iso2 1
3 DemaxS~z!#21%, ~13!

wheree iso is the permittivity of the isotropic bulk andDemax
represents the difference (ee2eo) for S51. The calculation
of r̄ is done via the usual multilayer approximation: a giv
e(z) profile is divided into 500 layers and within each lay
eo(z) andee(z) are approximated by constant mean valu
For the resulting multilayer system,D(u i) and C(u i) are
calculated using the recursive formalism given by Cro
@37#, which can easily be extended to anisotropic layers p
vided the optical axis of each layer is oriented parallel to
layer normal.

Experimentally, we can determinee iso from the value of
uB far above (.10 K! the nematic to isotropic bulk transi
tion. Furthermore, the value ofuB measured just below the
bulk transition enables the determination of the permittiv
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values ee,c and eo,c at the bulk transition temperatureTc
@38#; the differenceDec5ee,c2eo,c is needed for the quan
tity Demax of Eqs.~12! and~13!, which can be obtained from
Dec using the value of the nematic bulk order parameter
below the bulk transition,Sc : Demax5Dec /Sc with Sc given
by Eq. ~10!. Table II gives the values of the experimenta
determined optical quantities.

Assuming that the value ofr̄ at a temperature 10 K abov
the bulk transition is determined solely by the surface rou
ness, we can also get an experimental estimation of the
face width parameterg from calculations using a Fermi pro
file as given by Eq.~5!. Theseg values seem to indicate a
increase of the surface roughness fromg51.1 nm to 1.6 nm
with increasing chain length; however, when fitting the p
rameters of the Landau model to the experimentalr̄(T)
curves, the best results are obtained with nearly the s
valueg'0.9 to 1.0 nm for all compounds. Obviously, ther̄
values, even at temperatures>10 K above the bulk transi
tion, still contain contributions from bothr̄0 ~surface rough-
ness! and r̄G ~nematic excess surface order!.

The parameters of the Landau free energy expansiona,
B, C, V, L) are varied until an order parameter profi
S(z,T) is obtained which results, in connection with the o
tical quantities given in Table II, in refractive index profile
ne(z,T) andno(z,T) yielding a calculatedr̄(T) curve repro-
ducing the experimentalr̄(T) values. The result is shown i
Fig. 5, giving measured and calculatedr̄ values on a loga-
rithmic temperature scale. The actual fitting process w
done by minimizing the sum of the mean square deviati
with starting values taken from@16#. We found that the re-
lation between the parameter values and the quality of
fits is not ambiguous, i.e., for a given compound there are
various sets of parameters resulting in identical fits. It see
that there is a general deviation between calculated and m
suredr̄ vsT curves which could not be removed by adjusti
the parameters of the Landau model: especially in the cas
8.O.6 and10.O.6, the curvature of the calculated curves
clearly too large in the rangeT2Tc,1 K. This observation
might indicate a need of additional terms in Eq.~7! or Eq.~8!
for an exact description of the experimental behavior. Ho
ever, when examining the variation of the Landau parame
with the alkyl chain lengthn ~see Fig. 6!, some clear trends

TABLE II. Brewster angles atTc110 K (uB,iso) andTc20.1 K
(uB,c), and permittivities atTc110 K (e iso) and Tc20.1 K
(ee,c ,eo,c) for homologousn.O.6 compounds.

Compound uB,iso (deg) e iso uB,c (deg) ee,c eo,c

4.O.6 56.08 2.211 54.90 2.326 2.152

6.O.6 55.98 2.193 54.80 2.304 2.137

8.O.6 55.93 2.187 54.65 2.307 2.126

10.O.6 55.80 2.167 54.25 2.307 2.094

12.O.6 55.91 2.184 53.94 2.372 2.091

14.O.6 55.67 2.167 53.77 2.316 2.059

16.O.6 55.73 2.143 53.90 2.320 2.068

18.O.6 55.67 2.146 53.89 2.310 2.065

20.O.6 55.62 2.137 53.89 2.289 2.059
t
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become obvious, especially for the parametersa, L, andV
that have a simple physical meaning.

The coefficienta, which is a measure of the inverse su
ceptibility of the order parameter, shows a pronounced
crease with decreasing chain length. Thus, the influenc
external ‘‘fields’’ inducing nematiclike order in the isotropi
phase becomes weaker with decreasing chain length.
behavior is reflected by the experimental observation of
weaker pretransitional increase ofr̄ in shorter homologs.

The coefficientL describes the energy change resulti
from an order parameter variation in the direction of t
surface normal. The magnitude ofL is a measure of the
correlation length@32# and is related to the sum of the nem
atic elastic constantsk111k221k33 @16#. The observed pro-
nounced increase ofL with increasing chain lengthn thus
indicates an increase of the elastic constants in longer
mologs ~which is to be expected because of the increas
tendency to form smectic phases!.

Concerning the surface potentialV, which is a measure o
the ordering influence of the surface, the experimental res
can be described with nearly the same value ofV for all
compounds. For a free surface, one possible origin of
excess surface order consists of the surface tension. Sinc
magnitude of the surface tension depends mainly on
structure and the type of atoms of the alkyl chains and l
on the length of the chains@39#, it is reasonable that the

FIG. 5. Measured~small dots! and calculated~solid lines! r̄
values as a function of the temperature difference from the b
nematic-isotropic transition temperatureTc ~logarithmic scale! of
four nematicn.O.6 compounds. The solid lines were calculated
the basis of the Landau model~see text! using the parameter value
shown in Fig. 6 below.
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value of V does not show a pronounced dependence on
chain lengthn.

Figure 6 also gives the ratio ofS0(Tc), the surface order
parameter atT5Tc , andSc , the bulk order parameter atT
5Tc . The value ofS0(Tc)/Sc for all compounds is large
than unity and it increases with decreasingn. Thus, accord-
ing to the Landau description all compounds show comp
wetting and the smaller pretransitional increase ofr̄ in
shorter homologs does not indicate a change from comp
to partial wetting but just a weaker divergence~because of
the smaller susceptibilitya21) of the nematic coverage. W
should note that our conclusion of complete wetting
mainly based on the Landau description of the experime
data. Because of the nonmonotonic relation betweenr̄ andG
at largeG values a divergence ofG is very difficult to prove
by ellipsometry. What we can directly conclude from o
ellipsometric data is just that they do not exclude the po
bility of complete wetting.

Alkylcyanobiphenyl (nCB) liquid crystals represent th
only other homologous series in which nematic wetting
the free surface has been studied. Measurements were
ducted at the free surface@17,18# and at the interface to a
solid substrate@5#. Whereas all studies show that the pretra
sitional increase of the nematic coverage becomes less

FIG. 6. Variation of the Landau parameters and the surfac
bulk order parameter ratioS0(Tc)/Sc at Tc with alkyl chain lengthn
of homologousn.O.6 compounds. Although12.O.6 shows a
smectic-A–isotropic transition, its wetting behavior can be d
scribed using the parameter values given above~see Fig. 8 below!.
e
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te
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nounced in shorter homologs, the results concerning the
tinction between partial and complete wetting and t
dependence ofS0(Tc)/Sc on the chain lengthn are not com-
pletely conclusive. In@17# partial wetting was observed fo
n55 and complete wetting forn56,7,8; the ratioS0(Tc)/Sc
was determined forn57,8, and for both compounds th
same value of 1.35 was found. In@18# complete wetting was
found for all compounds in the range fromn55 to 12 ~one
should note thatnCB compounds withn510,12 exhibit no
nematic phase but an isotropic to smectic-A transition!.
Comparing either the even-numbered (n56,8,10,12) or the
odd-numbered (n57,9,11)nCB compounds~in order to
avoid odd-even effects!, the ratio S0(Tc)/Sc shows an in-
crease with decreasingn similar to that observed here for th
n.O.6 compounds, but 5CB does not fit into thisn depen-
dence since a smaller value~1.19! was determined than fo
7CB ~1.30!. In @5#, where the interface to a silane coate
glass substrate was studied, again complete wetting fon
56 to 9 was found but partial wetting forn55, in connec-
tion with S0(Tc)/Sc,1 for 5CB.

Thus, all measurements show that the pretransitional
crease of the nematic coverage becomes less pronou
with decreasing chain lengthn, but it is not clear whether
this behavior indicates a change from complete to par
wetting or just a decrease of the nematic susceptibility of
isotropic phase. The latter reason is favored by our res
which are based on the Landau description of the meas
ments. Since we did not achieve, especially for8.O.6 and
10.O.6, a perfect agreement between calculated and m
suredr̄ values, this conclusion is not completely unambig
ous. Nevertheless, for reasons given in the following sect
it seems that at least the general dependence of the La
parameters on the chain lengthn observed by us is consis
tent.

B. Compounds with isotropic–smectic-A transition

Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence ofr̄ for the
five compounds withn512,14,16,18,20 which show a direc
isotropic to smectic-A transition. All smectic compounds
show a pronounced pretransitional increase ofr̄ followed by
a sharp drop at the bulk transition to the smectic-A phase.
Note that ther̄ value of the bulk smectic-A phase is signifi-
cantly smaller than ther̄ value of the bulk nematic phas
~with the exception of4.O.6), indicating a smaller rough
ness or width~smaller r̄0 value! of the free smectic-A sur-
face.

The compound12.O.6 obviously possesses a particul
position in then.O.6 series. This homolog is the shortest
the series that does not possess a nematic phase but a
isotropic to smectic-A transition. The temperature depe
dence ofr̄, however, shows features that are displayed n
ther by the other smectic compounds (n.12) nor by the
nematic compounds (n<10). Whereas all other smecti
compounds exhibit a more or less pronounced step
growth of r̄ as the bulk isotropic–smectic-A transition is
approached from above, the value ofr̄ of 12.O.6 remains
nearly constant until, at a temperature 1 K above the bulk
transition, a sharp jump ofr̄ occurs, which is followed by a

to
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pronounced continuous increase. Approximating the surf
phase by a homogeneous slab with constant refractive in
values as given in Table II, the jump inr̄ corresponds to a
surface phase thickness change of about two molec
lengths.

We have interpreted the discontinuity ofr̄, indicating a
thickness change of the wetting layer, as a prewetting tr
sition; details are reported in@24,26#. Here, we want to point
out that the experimentally observed behavior of12.O.6 is
predicted by the Landau model if we extrapolate the ch
length dependence of the Landau parameters obtained fo
nematic compounds (n54 to 10! to n512: Fig. 8 shows the
calculatedr̄ vs T curve, resulting from a least-mean-squa
fit, together with the measuredr̄ values of12.O.6 ~the dif-
ferent curvatures atT2Tc,1 K, which we already noted fo
8.O.6 and10.O.6, are now most obvious!. The correspond-
ing Landau parameters are well in agreement with then de-
pendencies of the nematic compounds~see Fig. 6!. Since
12.O.6 shows an isotropic to smectic-A transition, the Lan-
dau model is in a strict sense not applicable to12.O.6. On
the other hand, one might argue that the smectic orderin

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the ellipticity coefficienr̄
of five smectic n.O.6 compounds near the bulk smecti
A–isotropic transition~shown is a temperature interval from abo
1 K below to about 5 K above the bulk transition temperature!.
ce
ex

ar
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n
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12.O.6 is just a small modulation. This is indicated by th
absence of the pretransitional layer-by-layer growth obser
for the longer homologs and by the observation that a ne
atic phase appears when12.O.6 is doped with a small
amount ('2.5 mol %! of a second smectic compound@26#,
i.e., the smectic order vanishes due to a small distort
Thus, if the main part of the order parameter of t
isotropic–smectic-A transition is still represented by th
nematic orientational order, the Landau model might still
used, to some extent, for the description of the wetting
havior of 12.O.6.

However, the chain length dependence of the Landau
rameters shown in Fig. 6 gives a consistent description of
experimental wetting behavior of the compounds withn54
to 12. According to the Landau model, the appearance of
prewetting transition in12.O.6 is mainly due to the increas
of the coefficientL, which is a measure of the energy co
nected with the spatial variation of the order parameterS.
Since the value of the Landau parameterV, representing the
surface potential acting on the molecules, changes o
slightly with increasing chain lengthn, whereas the critical
valueVc , below which a prewetting transition occurs, vari
as Vc}AL @33# and thus increases with increasing cha
length n, V is for 12.O.6 obviously smaller thanVc ~the
small kink, which is observed in ther̄ vs T curve of10.O.6,
may indicate that for this compound alreadyV'Vc).

For the other smectic compounds (n>14) the positional
smectic order is an essential part of the order paramete
the isotropic to smectic-A transition and the ‘‘nematic’’ Lan-
dau model is not applicable. Extrapolating then dependence
of the Landau parameters to larger (n.12) values would
result in a larger prewetting discontinuity, a shift of th
prewetting transition temperature toward the bulk transiti
and finally to partial wetting, lacking almost completely
pretransitional increase of the surface coverage. Instead
observe that a prewetting transition is not present in the c
pounds withn>14 and that all compounds show a pr
nounced pretransitional increase ofr̄. The most striking fea-
ture of the smectic compounds is the appearance of laye
steps in the growth of the wetting film, a behavior which

FIG. 8. Measured~small dots! and calculated~solid line! r̄ val-
ues as a function of the temperature difference from the b
smectic-A–isotropic transition temperatureTc ~logarithmic scale!
of the compound12.O.6. The solid line was calculated on the bas
of the Landau model~see text! using the parameter values shown
Fig. 6.
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well known from smecticnCB and nOCB compounds
@21–23#.

It seems to be a general tendency that the layering st
which are almost not discernible in14.O.6, become sharpe
with increasingn. When comparing certain steps in differe
compounds@40#, however, a more differentiated behavior
seen: Fig. 9 shows the one layer to two layer (1↔2) and two
layer to three layer (2↔3) steps for16.O.6, 18.O.6, and
20.O.6. The 1↔2 step is clearly continuous in16.O.6, then
shows a discontinuous appearance in18.O.6, but in20.O.6
it seems to be again continuous~but steeper than in16.O.6).
In contrast, the 2↔3 step~and all ‘‘higher’’ steps! shows a
monotonic tendency to become sharper with increasingn.
Theories of surface-induced ordering above smec
A–isotropic transitions predict that layering steps are dis
vored close to and far away from the isotropic–nemat
smectic-A (I -N-A) triple point @35,41,42#. Near theI -N-A
point, i.e., at shorter chain lengthn, this behavior has alread
been experimentally confirmed fornCB and nOCB com-
pounds@21,22#, but the behavior far away from theI -N-A
point, i.e., at very long alkyl chain lengths, has scarcely b
studied experimentally. The slight ‘‘softening’’ observe
here for the 1↔2 step in20.O.6 compared to18.O.6 might
indicate the theoretically predicted behavior far away fro
the I -N-A point. Also, the differences between the 1↔2 and
2↔3 steps~the 2↔3 ‘‘softens’’ apparently at largern than
the 1↔2 step! are in agreement with theoretical predictio
@42#, but for a definite conclusion studies of still longer h
mologs or of compounds with a larger smectic order para
eter are needed.

FIG. 9. Comparison of different layering steps of three homo
gous n.O.6 compounds; upper line,n516; middle line,n518;
lower line,n520; left column, 2↔3 step; right column, 1↔2 step.
s,

-
-

–

n

-

The sharpening of the layering steps indicates that w
increasingn the growth of the wetting film becomes mor
and more dominated by the positional order of the m
ecules, i.e., the wetting film does not grow by continuou
expanding the nematic orientational order from the surfac
the bulk phase, rather it grows by adding single smectic l
ers to the surface phase. There is, however, even in20.O.6 a
residual growth ofr̄ in the ‘‘plateau’’ between two layering
steps, as can be seen in Fig. 10 showing the tempera
dependence ofr̄ between the 1↔2 and 2↔3 layering steps.
In this region of small wetting film thickness, the relatio
betweenr̄ and the coverageG is still linear. An increase ofr̄
is thus a direct measure of an increase ofG @Eq. ~6!# or, in
the approximation of a homogeneous slab model, of
producthDe (h being the thickness of the wetting film an
De the differenceee-eo!. The probable origin of the increas
of r̄ between the layering steps is an increase of both
positional and orientational molecular order within the sm
tic layers, resulting in an increase ofDe and maybe a slight
increase of the layer thickness.

Comparing the temperature dependence ofr̄ of the differ-
ent smectic compounds~Fig. 7!, it is obvious that the tem-
peratures of the layering steps shift toward the bulk transit
temperature with increasingn. Figure 11 shows the tempera
ture difference from the bulk transition of all steps~except
the 0↔1 steps; see@40#! that are discernible in the com
pounds16.O.6, 18.O.6, and20.O.6. The presence of the
layering steps in the smectic compounds gives us also a
rect measure of the thickness of the wetting film: If we ma
the approximation that in a given compound all layers ha
the same thickness and that other contributions to the co
age G than an integral number of smectic layers may
neglected, we can read the wetting film thickness direc
from the ellipsometric data. The data shown in Fig. 11 th
also represent the temperature dependence ofG or wetting
film thickness. Nevertheless, the distinction between co

-

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the ellipticity coefficienr̄
between the 1↔2 and 2↔3 layering steps of the compound
16.O.6 ~upper diagram! and20.O.6 ~lower diagram!.
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plete and partial wetting for the smectic compounds suff
from the same problem as in the nematic case, namely,

nonmonotonic relation betweenr̄ andG. Even if the layering
steps were not smeared out, they would not be discern
around the maximum of ther̄(G) function and a divergence
of G would be difficult to prove. Thus, our ellipsometric da
do not exclude complete wetting for the smectic compoun
but there seems to be an indication of a possible partial w
ting behavior of the longest homolog,20.O.6.

Comparing the number of observable steps in18.O.6 and
20.O.6, it is obvious that the number of steps decreases f
n518 ton520. This could be due to the limited experime
tal temperature resolution, i.e., the longer the chain lengtn,
the larger the number of steps that are quenched into a
row (,5 mK! temperature interval above the bulk transitio
A different origin might be that the number of steps rea
decreases with increasingn because the wetting behavior e
ther changes from complete to partial or, if the wetting
partial anyway, adopts an increasingly ‘‘nonwettinglike
character. The data obtained for18.O.6 do not exclude com-
plete wetting~as is discussed in detail in@27#!, but the subtle
change of the curvature of the solid lines in Fig. 11 mig
indicate a change to partial wetting with increasing ch
lengthn. Thus, it may be that20.O.6 shows just six layering
steps and the wetting film consists at the bulk transition te
perature of six smectic layers. Clearly, partial wetting~only
two smectic layers at the bulk transition! was also observed
for long nOBC homologs@22#.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented a detailed ellipsometric study of
wetting behavior at the free surface of nine homologo
liquid-crystal compounds (n.O.6, with alkyl chain lengthn
in the range from 4 to 20! above their isotropic to nematic o
isotropic to smectic-A transition. All compounds show a
surface-induced liquid-crystal phase in the temperature ra
of the isotropic bulk phase. The thickness of this liqu
crystal wetting film increases as the bulk transition tempe
ture is approached from above. Concerning the variation
the wetting behavior with alkyl chain length, our results r
semble most observations made in earlier studies of the

FIG. 11. Discernible layering steps of the compounds16.O.6
(L symbols!, 18.O.6 (d symbols!, and20.O.6 (s symbols! as a
function of the temperature difference from the bulk smec
A–isotropic transition temperatureTc ~logarithmic scale!; solid
lines are just guides to the eye.
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surface of homologousnCB, nOCB, and PCHn compounds
@15–18,21–23#.

For the four compounds showing an isotropic-nema
transition (n54 to 10!, the pretransitional increase of th
nematic coverage clearly becomes less pronounced with
creasingn, indicating on first sight a possible change fro
complete to partial wetting. However, the results of all ne
atic compounds can be consistently described by a Lan
model yielding complete wetting; the ratioS0(Tc)/Sc , which
determines the wetting behavior of the model~complete wet-
ting is obtained forS0(Tc)/Sc.1!, increases linearly with
decreasingn from 1.31 atn510 to 1.61 atn54. The ob-
served weakness of the pretransitional increase of the we
film thickness in short homologs is explained by the mo
by a decrease of the nematic susceptibilitya21 with decreas-
ing n.

The decrease ofS0(Tc)/Sc with increasingn, indicating a
change from complete to partial wetting at longer cha
lengths, is mainly due to the increase of the elastic coe
cient L, describing the energy associated with a spatia
varying nematic order parameterS(z). Near the change from
complete to partial wetting, the model predicts the occ
rence of a prewetting transition, which is indeed observ
experimentally in the ‘‘first’’ compound (n512) possessing
a direct isotropic to smectic-A transition. The experimenta
results for this compound can still be described by the ne
atic Landau model, indicating that the nematic orientatio
order represents the major part of the order parameter of
isotropic–smectic-A transition in 12.O.6 ~although the in-
crease ofL is probably due to the appearance of smec
positional order!.

The wetting behavior of the longer smectic homologsn
514 to 20! is influenced by the smectic positional order,
is seen from the appearance of layering steps in the pret
sitional increase of the wetting film thickness. The steps
considerably smeared out in14.O.6 and16.O.6, but clearly
discernible in18.O.6 and20.O.6, thereby confirming theo-
retical predictions that layering transitions are disfavor
nearI -N-A triple points. The observation that the 1↔2 step
appears less steep again in20.O.6 than in18.O.6 might be
seen as an indication that the same behavior occurs, as
retically predicted, far away fromI -N-A points. The step
temperatures shift toward the bulk transition temperatu
with increasingn, thereby reducing the number of observab
steps from eight in18.O.6 to six in20.O.6. A comparison of
the step temperatures of18.O.6 and20.O.6 on a logarithmic
temperature scale indicates that very long smectic homo
probably show partial wetting, whereas ellipsometry do
not allow a definite distinction between complete and par
wetting for the shorter smectic homologs.

Future studies could address the structure of the liqu
crystal wetting film of the compounds near theI -N-A point
where the smectic compounds do not show layering st
and the prewetting transition occurs. We have started x-
reflectivity studies of the correspondingn.O.6 compounds.
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